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We reviewed an allegation that Bechtel National, Inc. was cannibalizing travel trailers at its forward
staging areas in Mississippi. Bechtel is one of FEMA's technical assistance contractors responsible
for delivering and installing travel trailers in response to Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The allegation
was that Bechtel was removing parts from travel trailers to repair other travel trailers and not
informing FEMA. This could prevent FEMA from being eligible for warranted repairs and having
an accurate accounting of mission capable trailers. Our objective was to determine whether the
allegation was founded.
We interviewed FEMA officials from the Baton Rouge Joint Field Office, the contracting officer's
technical representative for the Bechtel contract, Bechtel employees, and conducted site visits at two
of Bechtel's forward staging areas in Mississippi. We performed other procedures, as necessary, to
achieve our objectives.
FEMA officials told us that 51 trailers had been cannibalized at Bechtel forward staging areas. We
visited two of the three staging areas and found 36 cannibalized trailers, as well as other trailers that
were not mission capable. The cannibalized trailers were missing batteries, propane tanks, and other
small items.
Bechtel officials said that some trailers arrived at the staging area damaged or missing parts. They
removed parts from some of the damaged trailers and used them on other trailers to make them
mission capable. They said that immediately after the disaster, replacement parts were not available.
Cannibalization was a way to make at least some of the damaged trailers mission capable to meet the
needs of evacuees. However, both Federal Acquisition Regulations and the Bechtel contract require
that Bechtel notify FEMA of any property received in a condition not suitable for its intended use.
FEMA officials said that Bechtel did not report the damaged trailers and trailers with missing parts,
nor did FEMA inspect the trailers before accepting them. Consequently, trailers that were not
mission capable were listed in FEMA's inventory as being mission capable. In addition, some of the

